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Greetings from the Pinnacle Club of ASEAN Secretariat! Today, in our fifth issue of 
Pinnacle Club newsletter, we are grateful to share another write-up contributed by 
our Founding Patron Lieutenant-General (Ret’d) Winston Choo.  
 
Known by many, he was the first and longest-serving Chief of Defence Force of the 
Singapore Armed Forces for 18 years. A person with a distinguished career in the 
military for 33 years shares his life experiences serving Singapore. 

 

My Personal Reflections of my Life in Leadership roles serving Singapore 

I had the privilege to be a member of the pioneer generation of Singaporeans 

contributing to the nation’s development since independence some fifty years ago.  

 

A large part of that contribution was as the Chief of Defence Force for eighteen years. 

I was appointed to the post as a thirty-three year old colonel. It was a daunting 

challenge for someone so young. But those were different times, for a nascent newly 

independent nation, seeking sovereignty and survival through economic development 

and security.  
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I was part of a team made up of military servicemen who had served in the two 

Singapore Infantry Regiment Battalions that were formed when Singapore was under 

the British, volunteers from the Singapore Volunteer Corps, police officers and a few 

who had served in some Malaysian ancillary units and had opted to return to 

Singapore after independence. It was building an armed forces from scratch, working 

as a team with people from disparate backgrounds.  

 WITH THE LATE DR GOH KENG SWEE – THEN MINISTER OF DEFENCE 

I had to manage the team under the close scrutiny of a very demanding Minister of 

Defence and to persuade them to interact and accept the advice and assistance of 

foreign advisors, consultants, and trainers from various countries and military systems 

for the betterment of our aim to develop a well-trained and credible armed forces. We 

achieved this through a combination of listening, questioning, challenging, absorbing, 

applying and adapting, while fully focused on our objectives, and our plans and 

schedule for the buildup.  

However, building the bits and pieces, the various combat arms and services of the 

army, the air force and the navy, did not mean that we had an operationally ready and 

efficient fighting force. To realize the full potential of the armed forces it was vital to 

have the ability to command and control the forces in war. I consider my contribution 

in bringing the army, navy and air force together through building and developing the 

General Staff and later the Joint Staff to direct the forces and execute the war, to be 

an important and vital achievement.   
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GEN (RET’D) TAN SRI MOHAMED HASHIM (LEFT), LT-GEN (RET’D) WINSTON CHOO, WITH THE FPDA 

CHIEFS 

A military chief’s role transcends the running of the armed forces. The prevention of 

conflict and the involvement to maintain the peace is as important as the conduct of 

war. Our region in the 1960s was challenged by many events such as the Vietnam 

War, and the aftermath of Confrontation, which threatened its peace and stability. 

Thus it became incumbent upon the military leaders in the region to promote close 

and cordial relationships to provide for a parallel channel for diplomatic interactions.   

WITH GEN (RET’D) TAN SRI MOHAMED HASHIM 
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LEFT - FORMER VICE PRESIDENT (RET’D) TRY SUTRISNO AND LT-GEN (RET’D) WINSTON CHOO 

I was favored with having like-minded counterparts in the region to form a relationship 

with and who subscribed to the belief in the importance of the role of military 

diplomacy. We were able to establish such a strong bond of friendship backed by 

great confidence and comfort in each other, that till this day we still remain a close 

band of brothers. The Pinnacle Club is one manifestation of this lasting relationship. 

 

If there is a message I am to pass on to next generation of leaders, it is the importance 

of developing and nurturing such a relationship. It will serve them well. It has served 

me well not only during my military service but also later on as a diplomat for 

Singapore and in my commercial roles. There were a few occasions that I could use 

my contacts and relationship in the region to develop sufficient goodwill to intercede 

in issues for the country. Make an effort to build a circle of close friends in the region. 
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Remember also, a leader’s ability to carry out his duties diligently and efficiently is 

only possible if he has the confidence of the support of a stable family. I was blessed 

with a strong, capable and loving wife who took on the responsibility of minding the 

family and raising loving and dutiful children. The family’s support was vital in 

providing me with the comfort to take on my heavy responsibilities. You should 

nurture and cherish such wonderful partnerships for success. 

 

Having lived through these 

challenging years in my life, 

my proudest moment was at 

my retirement parade 

mounted by the three 

services of the SAF. To me it 

was a celebration of 34 years 

of dedicated service to the 

nation and a moment when I 

handed over an SAF that 

was operationally ready and 

a deterrent and professional 

force, one that was 

completely transformed from the one I helped  build during its fledgling years. It was 

a tremendous sense of accomplishment at the close of an important chapter of my 

life.  
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LIEUTENANT-GENERAL (RET’D) WINSTON CHOO AT HIS FAREWELL 
 

 

 

CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
Please feel free to respond to or comment on Lieutenant-General (Ret’d) Winston 
Choo’s thoughts. Please email us at the Secretariat, secretariat@pinnacle-asean.org 
and we will publish them in the subsequent Newsletters. We welcome more 
contributions by members. We hope to have a diverse collection from all the member 
countries, all service branches and through several generations of retired chiefs." 

 
Please email secretariat@pinnacle-asean.org if you wish to submit any documents, 
photos or special messages and we will be happy to include them in our next issue.

 

 
 
 

ALICE AND HIDAYAH 
THE PINNACLE CLUB SECRETARIAT 
 
 


